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For Irenaeus, Origen, Athanasios, Gregory of Nyssa,
and other Fathers, among them Saints Maximos the
Confessor and Gregory Palamas, the Archetype of
humanity is Christ.

WITHIN this first truth there resides a second truth of
equal importance. The fact that Adam was created in
the image of Christ implies that he was obligated to
exalt himself to the Archetype, or, more precisely, to
purify himself and to love God so much that God
would come to abide in him and the Word would be
united with humanity hypostatically, and thus be
manifested in history as the Christ, revealed as the
God-Man.

One particular text of Nicholas Cabasilas does not
permit any doubt in this regard. It is similar in nature
to the text of St. Gregory of Nyssa that we have cited
and, at the same time, constitutes a decisive
interpretation thereof:

The “introduction of the Firstborn into the world”
(Hebrews 1:6) constitutes the preeternal counsel of
God, the most sublime mystery “hid from ages and
from generations” (Colossians 1:26). Christ was “the
counsel and the will of the Father.” 4

Indeed, it was for the sake of the new man
that human nature was formed at the
beginning, and for him both mind and desire
were fashioned. We received reason, in order
that we might know Christ, and desire, in order
that we might hasten to Him; we have
memory, in order that we might bear Him
within us, since He Himself was the archetype
for us when we were being created. For it is
not the old Ada m that wa s the
paradi gm f or the ne w; rathe r, the New
Adam wa s the pa radi gm f or the old. 1

This was the destiny and, as a consequence, the
natural course and end of humanity. In relation to
Christ, man “was originally fashioned according to a
kind of yardstick and criterion ... so as to be capable of
receiving God.” 5 The Fall consisted precisely in his
derailment from this trajectory.
Therefore, the original creation of man was for
His [Christ’s] sake, since man was formed in
the image of God, so that he might be able at
some point to contain the Archetype; and the
law was given in Paradise by God for His
[Christ’s] sake,

Hence, the Archetype of man is not simply the Word,
but the Incarnate Word:
Man yearns for Christ, not only on account of
His Divinity, which is the goal of all things, but
also for the sake of His human nature. 2

that is, in order to help guide man to Christ, writes St.
Gregory Palamas. 6

The fact that Christ did not exist historically at the
time when Adam was created is of no importance. It is
a fundamental Biblical teaching that Christ, in the
supratemporal reality of God, is the “Firstborn of all
creation” (Colossians 1:15-17).

And the Divine Maximos states:
This is the great and hidden mystery; this is the
blessed end for which all things were created;
this is the foreordained Divine purpose of the
origin of existing things, defining which, we
call it the foreordained end, for the sake of
which all things exist, though it itself exists for
the sake of nothing else; with this end in view
[the hypostatic union of Divine and human
nature, Christ], God created the essences of
existing things. 7

If man, for whom the whole material creation
was made, was the last of all creatures to rise
from the earth, it is certainly logical that
Christ, Who is the goal of the entire material
and spiritual creation, should be posterior to
Adam, since all things are led from incompleteness to perfection. 3
It is natural that Christ, as the supreme realization of
humanity, should constitute the goal of the ascent of
mankind, the beginning, but also the end, of history.

And with even greater clarity, St. Nicholas Cabasilas
remarks:

***
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For God did not create human nature with any
other purpose in mind... rather, He created it
with this end in view, that, when it was fitting
for Him to be born, He might receive His
Mother from it; having first established this
purpose [Christ, the hypostatic union] as a
kind of standard, He then fashioned man in
accordance with it. 8

This teaching lies at the core of the theology of St.
Irenaeus.11 Human nature could not be completed
simply by inclining towards union with its Archetype;
it had to bring about this union.
Since Christ is “the head of the body, the Church”
(Colossians 1:18)-a fact which means, for Patristic
thought, that Christ is the head of genuine humanity-,
human nature, as long as it had not yet received the
hypostasis of the Word, was, in some sense, lacking

Consequently, the fact that God formed man “in His
image” means, in the final analysis, that He formed
him thus, so that he might incline, by his very nature,
by the very fact that he is man, towards the Image. It
means that He gave him as gifts (though in such a
way that these gifts would actually make man what
he is) the potential and the purpose to minister
actively to the Incarnation of the Word, Who is the
perfect and unique “Image of the Father.” In this way,
man, enhypostatized in the Word, would be capable
of being himself exalted to an image, of being himself
shown forth as an “image of God.”

in genuine hypostasis; it was devoid of authentic
“existence in accordance with Christ.”12 It was like an
unmarried woman, barren and, as Paul says,
“headless” (I Corinthians 11:3).13
The realization of man as a truly fulfilled, “whole”
being, occurred with the birth of Christ. True men
“were born when Christ entered this life and was
born.”14 For this reason, Basil the Great calls the day
of Christ’s Nativity truly, and not metaphorically, “the
birthday of humanity.” 15
3. The goal of the first man remains ever the same.
Every man created “in the image” of God is called to
become an “image” in Christ. “Let us give back to the
Image that which is in accordance with the image,”
writes St. Gregory the Theologian. 16 Christ opened
the way to the realization of this goal.

This elucidates the truth that the phrase “in the
image” represents in man a gift, and, at the same
time, also a goal, an attribute, and also a vocation,
that is, that it truly constitutes what it is to be human,
albeit only potentially. That which is “in the image” is
a genuine potentiality, a pledge which ought to lead
to marriage, that is, to hypostatic union, the
unconfused, but real and thorough mingling and
blending of Divine nature and human nature. Only
then does the iconic, or potential being of man
become actual, true being. It is within the Archetype
that man discovers his true ontological import.

Indeed, the birth of God the Word and His Incarnate
Oeconomy are not exhausted in redemption, that is,
deliverance from the consequences of Adam’s
mistake. The Lord redeemed man from enslavement
to sin, the Devil, and death, but He also accomplished
the task that Adam had not accomplished. He united
him with God, bestowing upon him true being in God
and exalting him to a new creation. 17

***
There are certain aspects of this fundamental truth
that need to be emphasized.

Christ effects the salvation of man not only
negatively, by delivering him from the consequences
of ancestral sin, but also positively, by completing his
iconic, prelapsarian being. His relationship with man is
not only curative. The salvation of man is something
much broader than redemption; it is coterminous
with deification.

1. Christ is not an incident or an event in history. The
Incarnation of God the Word is not a mere
consequence of the Devil’s victory over man. Christ is
not the result of an act of Satan.
The union of the Divine and human natures
occurred because it fulfilled the preeternal
counsel of God. The way in which this great
mystery was effected changed,9 but the fact
remained the same.

4. The true anthropological significance of deification
is Christification. It is not fortuitous that the Apostle
Paul, in his Epistle to the Colossians, in which he
hymns Christ as “the image of the invisible God, the
firstborn of all creation ... “ (1:15), calls “every man” to
become “perfect in Christ” (1:28) and the faithful to be
“complete . H’ “( )

Indeed, it is evident to all how the mystery wrought in
Christ at the end of the age is unquestionably a
demonstration and fulfillment of that which was set
forth, at the beginning of the age, in our forefather.
10

III 1m 2:10.
When Paul exhorts the faithful to attain “unto a
perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the
fullness of Christ” (Ephesians 4:13), to acquire the
“mind of Christ” (I Corinthians 2:16), the “heart of
Christ” (cf. Ephesians 3:17), and so forth, he does not
do so for

2. Before the Divine nature was hypostatically united
to the human, man was, even before the Fall,
antecedent to Christ. This means that, even then,
although he had not yet sinned, he was in need of
salvation, since he was an imperfect and incomplete
“infant.”
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reasons of external piety and sentimentality; he is
speaking in ontological terms. He is not advocating
external imitation of Christ or mere moral
improvement, but actual Christification.

8. In other sections of this book, I will endeavor to
present an understanding of these realities which is
new for us today, but nonetheless Patristic. Here, it is
worth noting the liberation afforded to man by this
perspective.

For, as St. Maximos writes,

5. The Fathers of the Church called the Pauline “life in
Christ” deification, primarily in order to safeguard the
ultimate goal and the true meaning of life in Christ
from the perils created by heresies: first, Arianism,
which, by teaching that Christ is a creature,
unavoidably restricted life in Christ to the created
realm,19 and the remaining Christological heresies in
their turn.20

First, there is the liberation from evil and sin. No
matter how terrifying evil may be, since it, and not
Christ, is merely an episode and an event, it proves, in
the final analysis, insignificant. The understanding of
man-of salvation, spiritual life, and so forth-is
disjoined from evil and joined to Christ. Evil is
relativized. Even the greatest depth of sin does not
affect the origin or the destiny of man. Man can
remain a slave of sin, but can also disengage from it.
His godlike origin and his Theocentric destiny render
him broader than evil and sin, and stronger than the
Devil.

The Fathers, however, never failed to emphasize that
the content and the path of deification is union with
Christ, precisely because union with the Archetype is
that which leads man to his fulfillment.21

Secondly, there is the liberation from a cyclical and, in
the last analysis, static conception of history, and also
from the other conception, which views history as a
matter of biological or dialectical evolution.

6. In a later era (and this observation is necessary in
order that the reader who may be surprised by the
foregoing theses might understand why he is
surprised), from the twelfth century onwards, there
came to prevail in the West a theological and
anthropological, and, by extension, soteriological and
ecclesiological understanding at odds with that
presented above.

Since the ontological origin of man does not reside in
his biological being, but in his being in Christ, and
since the realization of his being in Christ consists in a
journey from being in the image to the image itself, or
from iconic existence to authentic existence, history
can be understood precisely as the realization of this
journey. As such, it has its origin and its destiny in
Christ.

This understanding was disseminated also in Greece
from the nineteenth century onwards, when theology
was cultivated and taught at the newly-established
University of Athens in relation not so much to the
Patristic tradition as to the scientific approach to
theology that was burgeoning in the West. The result
was that the Western understanding of Christianity
became widespread in Greece, too.

And since Christ is not only “He Who was and He Who
is,” but also “He Who is to come” (Revelation 1:8),
history is shaped and determined not only by the past
and the present, but also by the future, provided we
conceive the future, not as the fulfillment of
naturallaws to which the necessary biological or
dialectical evolution of creation leads, but as the
Parousia, at the end of the ages, of Christ, the
Recapitulator of all things, that is, the Word together
with His body, the transfigured world.

“The Word of God and God... wills to effect the
mystery of His embodiment always and in all
things.” 18

7. In recent decades, the issue of deification has again
come to the surface and is being studied to a
considerable extent. This fact is auspicious, but I think
that there is yet another step that needs to be taken.

In this way, the development or evolution of
humanity, and in general, of the creation, is
illuminated internally. Our conception of humanity is
not restricted to the processes of change that are to
be observed in the material dimension of the image,
but without this first dimension being overlooked, it is
extended and understood chiefly as the evolution or
exaltation of the image to the Archetype.

Deification must not remain a generic spiritual
category, but must acquire a specific anthropological
content which is going to speak in the language of the
Fathers, a content simultaneously anthropological
and Christological; that is, deification must be
understood once again as Christification.
Understood in this way, the goal of man and the
means for the accomplishment of this goal- faith,
keeping the commandments, ascesis, the Mysteries,
the whole of ecclesiastical and spiritual lifeare
internally illuminated and find their organic
connections with each other, with the world, and with
Christ, the Beginning and End of all things.

The evolution of the image thus transcends the
bounds of creation-bounds which those who do not
see anything other than the material dimension of the
image, ignorant of the image itself, find it necessary
to posit-and reaches as far as infinity. Evolution is
understood in this manner in all of its dimensions-not
only those which scientific observation determinesand its value is enhanced.
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Homilies on the Mother of God], ed. and trans.
Panagiotes Nellas [Epi tas Pêgas, Vol. II; Athens:
Ekdoseis “Apostolikes Diakonias,” 1974], 2nd ed., pp.
150-152). For a multitude of other Patristic
testimonies and a profound analysis of the issue, see
St. Nikodemos the Hagiorite, “Apologia hyper tou en
tôi Bibliôi tou «Aoratou Polemou» Keimenou
Sêmeiômatos peri tês Kurias hêmôn Theotokou” [A
Defense of My Annotation Concerning Our Lady, the
Theotokos, in the Book Unseen Warfare]”, in
Symbouleutikon Egcheiridion [A Handbook of
Spiritual Counsel] (Volos: S. Schoinas, 1969), pp. 207216.

9. These theses lead us to the core of the
anthropological problem as we confront it today. The
truth that they contain is the most crucial
anthropological truth, painful, and yet at the same
time salvific for contemporary man. It is painful,
because it cuts off at the roots even the slightest
impulse towards the assertion of autonomy. It is
salvific, because it opens up to man magnificent and
unlimited horizons for authentic and true human
activity and development.
Of course, in saying that this truth abolishes
autonomy, we do not mean that it justifies
heteronomy, in the philosophical sense of the terms.
These terms have been tragically misunderstood in
recent centuries, and essentially lie outside the
Orthodox approach to the problem.

9. Cf. St. Maximos the Confessor, Concerning Various
Difficult Passages in Saints Dionysios and Gregory
[Ambigua], Patrologia Graeca, Vol. XCI, col. I097C: “It
was necessary ... lest man become estranged and
remote from God, for another way ... both more
extraordinary and more God-befitting, even as that
which is above nature is higher than that which is
according to nature, ... to be introduced instead.”

What I am endeavoring to do, here, is to show that,
for man, God is not an external “principle” on which
man depends, but truly and in actuality his ontological
origin and goal.
Having been formed in the image of God, man is
endowed with a theological structure. In order to be
truly human, he must at every moment exist and live
theocentrically. When he denies God, he denies
himself and destroys himself. When he lives
theocentrically, he elevates himself unto infinity; he
develops and attains to fulfillment unto eternity.

10. St. Maximos the Confessor, ibid., col. 1097C. Cf.
Ibid., cols. 1092BC, 1280ABC, 1308C-1309A; St.
Maximos, To Thalassios, Question XXII, Patrologia
Graeca, Vol. XC, cols. 317B-320C; Ibid., Question LX,
Patrologia Graeca, Vol. XC, cols. 620C621C.
The thesis, first articulated by Rupert of Deutz (12th
century), and insightfully developed by Duns Scotus
(13th century), according to which the Word would
have become man independently of the Fall of Adam,
is well known. Also well known are the lengthy
discussions to which this thesis gave rise in the West
(for a synoptic presentation of these discussions, see
Father Georges Florovsky, “Cur Deus Homo? The
Motive of the Incarnation,” in Creation and
Redemption, Vol. III in The Collected Works of
Georges Florovsky (Belmont, MA: Nordland
Publishing Company, 1976), pp. 163-170.
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